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What is INOGATE?

Regional Energy Technical Cooperation Programme

Priority Areas: Baku Initiative

1. **Convergence of Energy Markets**
2. **Energy security**
3. **Sustainable energy development**
4. **Attracting investment**
THE INOGATE FRAMEWORK

Technical Assistance

Status report: measuring progress
THE NEW INOGATE PROJECT

- Electricity and Gas
- Renewable Energies and Energy Efficiency
- Energy Statistics

Objective: Create positive business climate
THE NEW INOGATE PROJECT

2011

9 Ongoing projects: €36 M

2012

“New INOGATE Secretariat”: €17M

“CA Programme on Sustainable Energy”: €5M
INOGATE: FUTURE OBJECTIVES

- Intelligent Economic Growth
- Energy Security
- Access to clean energy

Assistance linked to action/progress
ASSISTANCE LINKED TO ACTION/PROGRESS:

Assistance conditional upon:

Output/acquired knowledge will be used:
- Adopted to reality of the country
- Supported by government policy

Training of right staff → On the job training

Focus on countries/areas where progress can be made
What INOGATE does?

- INOGATE State of Play Report
- Legislative and Policy Support
- Support on tariff setting/
  Supporting mechanisms for RES
- Support to Banking Sector/
  Investment climate
EU Industry Workshop: OBJECTIVE

- Identify barriers that are currently preventing investment in the INOGATE countries

- Which are the concrete problems that EU Industry is facing?

- How can INOGATE help to overcome these barriers?
Please let us know your views!
THANK YOU!